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Abstract: Despite the widely recognised importance of intellectual capital as a 
vital source of competitive advantage, there is still little understanding of how 
organisations actually combine their components to drive value. The purpose of 
this study is to examine the interrelationships among intellectual capital 
components within the Portuguese banking context by extending a study 
completed by Bontis. Several paths are identified that drive towards superior 
performance. Various models are assessed using a Partial Least Squares (PLS) 
approach given its advantages in dealing with complex models and its 
predictive capability. Empirical findings from this study support the 
proposition that intellectual capital is a driver of organisational value, but only 
in certain combinations. 
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1 Introduction 

The determinants of prosperity and growth of organisations and of national economies, 
as a whole, are dependent on their effectiveness and efficiency in gathering and utilising 
knowledge assets to solve current problems and exploit future opportunities (OECD, 
1996). The fundamental building material of the modern corporation is the creation and 
utilisation of knowledge (Lytras and Sicilia, 2005). Unfortunately, this intangible asset is 
invisible to many companies, making measurement and management difficult for most 
managers. By understanding the critical components of intellectual capital that do in fact 
drive value – senior managers will be able to make more effective strategic decisions. 
Undoubtedly, these new strategic decisions will reflect new forms of working, new 
models of business and new approaches to management thinking (Sanderson, 1998). 

The concept of intellectual capital is still unknown to many because it is difficult to 
measure in explicit terms (Bontis, 1999; Seetharaman et al., 2002). Chaharbaghi  
and Cripps (2006, p.30) argue that “it is impossible and undesirable to reduce intellectual 
capital to a calculable number that establishes whether an organization’s intellectual 
capital has increased or diminished”. Marr (2005) further argues that different people  
talk about intellectual capital from different perspectives, using the same language to 
describe different constructs. What is common among the different perspectives is the 
belief that intellectual capital is the key driver of organisational performance and the 
source of sustainable competitive advantage (Bontis, 1996; Cabrita and Vaz, 2006; 
Ordonez de Pablos, 2005; Roos and Roos, 1997). For the purpose of this research study, 
intellectual capital is defined as the aggregate of all knowledge-based factors  
(i.e. resources, capabilities and competences) that are critical to the development of 
organisational value. This incremental value is a resultant of a set of activities described 
within the knowledge management literature (Bontis, 2002). The purpose of knowledge 
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management is to build the intellectual capital of a firm. As such the academic  
field benefits from a wide variety of perspectives, such as accounting (Bontis, 2003), 
library science (Lytras et al., 2005), information systems (Lytras and Pouloudi, 2006),  
project management (Lytras and Pouloudi, 2003) and strategic management (Choo and 
Bontis, 2002). 

It is important to notice that intangible assets seldom affect performance directly. 
Instead, they work indirectly through complementary and non-linear relationships of 
cause and effect (Ittner and Larcker, 1998; Kaplan and Norton, 2004). Research on the 
economics of knowledge-based resources shows that investments in intangible assets not 
always stimulate productivity and growth without a number of complementary 
developments (Topkins, 1995). Recent studies have been placing more emphasis on the 
analysis of interactions and interdependencies of various intellectual capital components 
(Bollen et al., 2005; Bontis, 1998, 2004; Bontis et al., 2000; Cabrita, 2005; Cabrita and 
Bontis, forthcoming; Marr et al., 2004; Skoog, 2003; Tsan and Chang, 2005). However, 
much more detailed and empirically grounded research involving the interrelationships 
between the different components of intellectual capital is needed to understand how 
these enable (or impinge upon) value creation. The purpose of this research study is to 
empirically investigate the interrelationships among different intellectual capital elements 
and their value creation consequences. 

2 Literature review 

In a comprehensive meta-review of the literature, Serenko and Bontis (2004) state that 
the field of intellectual capital has grown dramatically over the last few years with a 50% 
increase in publications per annum. In fact, they expect there to be 100,000 publications 
in total by the year 2010. This is quite remarkable for a nascent field with its earliest 
academic papers dating from the mid-1990s. A Google search on the term ‘intellectual 
capital’ yields over one million hits. Even though the field is considered in its embryonic 
stages, the concept is still referred to as fuzzy (Marr, 2005). Notwithstanding, there exists 
some convergence of what intellectual capital encompasses. Generically speaking, the 
extant literature identifies three subcomponents of intellectual capital: human capital, 
structural capital and relational capital (see Bontis (1999) for a comprehensive review of 
the literature). 

Human capital is defined as the set of intangible resources that are embedded in the 
individuals of the organisation (Bontis et al., 1999). The productivity of human capital 
depends on a complex combination of factors related to employee talent, motivation, 
reward, skill, experience, health and even emotional factors. Ulrich (1998) 
conceptualises intellectual capital as multiplicative function of competencies and 
commitment. Competencies are the original ingredient while commitment is the  
‘copper wire’ that transforms competencies into profitable products and services 
(Viedma, 2003, p.220). In this context, human capital analysis should include an 
examination of competencies (i.e. skills, experience and know-how) and attitudes  
(i.e. commitment and values). Consequently, managers should emphasise both the 
absolute talent of their employees as well as the motivation they have to contribute to the 
firm’s objectives (Carneiro, 2000; Kim and Mauborgne, 1997). 

While the concept of human capital is well established in the literature, structural 
capital is less obvious and requires more careful specification (Carson et al., 2004). 
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Structural capital is typically defined as encompassing all of the non-human storehouses 
of knowledge in an organisation (e.g. databases, technology, infrastructure, processes, 
procedures). In this context, structural capital and human capital are mutually exclusive 
yet interdependent. Without the firm’s supporting structure, individuals have no ability  
to do anything with their ideas. Consequently, structural capital should be designed to 
maximise the potential of human capital, given the appropriate culture (Schneider, 2000). 
In sum, structural capital includes all of the intellectual assets of an organisation that 
usually stay in the office, even if people leave. 

Relational capital represents the knowledge resources embedded in the constellation 
of external relationships a firm has with any stakeholder (Bontis, 2001). Through 
external relationships firms can access critical and complementary resources.  
Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) suggest that the relational capital embedded in 
customers can become a new source of competence for the organisation, because they 
rejuvenate a firm’s knowledge base preventing it from obsolescence in a turbulent 
environment (Gibbert et al., 2001). 

Relational capital, in different forms, is a fundamental prerequisite for organisational 
growth. Moran and Ghoshal (1996) argue that all new resources, including intellectual 
capital, are created through two generic processes: combination and exchange. 
Furthermore, Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) argue that new intellectual capital is created 
through combination and exchange of existing intellectual resources. 

While relational capital can be measured as a function of longevity (Bontis, 1998), 
marketing prowess (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995) and customer relationship 
management (Gummesson, 2002), the concept of relational capital emerges primarily 
from the research related to ‘market orientation’ (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and 
Slater, 1990). Market orientation is a broad concept that includes customer’s verbalised 
needs and preferences, and an analysis of exogenous elements that influence those needs 
and preferences. Although moderated by internal and external variables, evidence exists 
of a positive relationship between market orientation and: 

1 business performance (Dawes, 2000) 

2 new product performance (Ramaseshan et al., 2002) 

3 innovation (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997)  

4 the behaviours of a learning organisation (Slater and Narver, 1995). 

Market orientation is also a necessary condition for knowledge management (Darroch 
and McNaughton, 2002). The study of relational capital also emphasises the importance 
of other primary stakeholder groups such as suppliers, government, industry associations 
and partners (Dawes, 2000; Day and Wensley, 1988; Greenley and Foxall, 1997). 

3 Intellectual capital and value creation 

Intellectual capital is seen as the principal driver of value-creation and sustainable 
competitive advantage (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). This suggests evidence of an 
empirical relationship between intellectual capital and organisational value creation 
(Marr and Roos, 2005). This link is embedded in a firm’s ability to continually build its 
intellectual capital base by generating new knowledge. Knowledge generation is a 
process of creating value by recombining previous knowledge through Schumpeterian 
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innovation (see Aghion and Howitt (1998) for an overview). When this recombination 
builds on already existing intellectual capital, a transformative positive effect  
on performance is expected (Narayanan, 2001). 

The basic idea is that value is generated through facilitating the flow of knowledge 
across an organisation (Georgopoulos, 2005; Lee et al., 2005; Ordonez de Pablos, 2006). 
The resultant knowledge is converted into value in the form of human, structural and 
relational capital. Therefore, it is important to focus on explaining what is in between the 
activities (flows) that transforms these resources (stocks) into results. This alignment of 
this stock-flow process has been shown to be closely related to organisational learning 
and business performance (Bontis et al., 2002; Choudrie and Selamat, 2005; Lytras et al., 
2002; Sicilia and Lytras, 2005). 

4 Research design and methodology 

The research design process begins at the conceptual level. Hulland (1999) points out 
that three issues play a crucial role in causal modelling research: 

1 conceptual model specification 

2 construct dimensionality  

3 distinction between constructs and measures. 

Conceptual model specification was based on a review of three previous studies that 
incrementally built on top of one another (Bontis, 1998; Bontis et al., 2000; Tsan and 
Chang, 2005). Each of these models focused on analysing the inter-relationships among 
the three elements of intellectual capital and evaluating the best possible combination of 
these components in predicting business performance using the same measurement 
instrument in different contexts. 

Construct dimensionality was conducted thorough an exhaustive literature review of 
academic research papers and texts. It is now widely accepted that intellectual capital is a 
multidimensional higher-order level construct whose three subcomponents emerge from 
related disciplines (human capital – human resources, structural capital – information 
systems, relational capital – marketing). Therefore, a multiitem scale extracted from 
various management disciplines was employed. Peter (1981, p.138) argues that this 
process ‘substantially increases the probability of a validation study’ since the models are 
specified with constructs that are determined a priori. The nature of the links between 
constructs and their respective measures, often referred to as epistemology, was taken 
into account by testing the model within a nomological network. Various statistical tests 
were also conducted in order to ensure discriminant validity. 

The questionnaire utilised for this study was initially developed and administered in 
Canada (Bontis, 1998) and further refined in Malaysia (Bontis et al., 2000) and Taiwan 
(Tsan and Chang, 2005). Eight more items were added to reflect the interests of different 
stakeholders groups.1 Following Churchill’s (1979) recommendation, the 63 original 
items were psychometrically revalidated and combined with the new items for a total of 
71 items. The revised questionnaire was pretested through personal interviews with eight 
banking managers. Minor adjustments were then made during translation in order to: 
1 correct weaknesses in the questionnaire 
2 identify the most knowledgeable people about the subject  
3 grasp sector-specific dynamics. 
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The target population was the 53 affiliated member banks registered by the Portuguese 
Bankers Association. The survey instrument was first pilot-tested using a sample of  
178 employees (which included first, second, third and fourth-level executives). A total 
of 151 respondents returned the questionnaire for an 84% response for the test pilot 
phase. The remaining 27 employees argued that they did not have enough information to 
answer the questions. Preliminary statistical analysis showed that the survey instrument 
was both reliable and valid during this phase. 

The main survey study was not conducted using a random sample, but was based on 
the ‘key informant’ approach (Phillips, 1981). An initial sample of 430 executives  
(i.e. chief level, first level and second level) was drawn from a master list of 1081 
bankers registered with the association from all 53 banks. In fact, preliminary interviews 
with a dozen of these executives allowed us to identify the appropriate employees who 
possessed the special qualifications (i.e. management level, professional status, 
experience and specialised knowledge) to answer the questionnaire (Hambrick, 1981). 

Following Chin’s (1998) recommendations, an analytical sample resulting in a 
response rate of at least 150 from the target sample of 430 was sought to ensure 
sufficient statistical power. Two follow-ups in the form of letters, telephone calls and  
e-mails were carried out in subsequent weeks. A final cut-off time of eight weeks was 
determined using the ‘the latest response rate’ method (Huxley, 1980) as depicted in 
Table 1 using Equation (1): 

= −1 ttR
b

n
 (1) 

where Rt is the number of responses accumulated by the end of week t; n is the number 
of questionnaires mailed initially; t is the elapsed time in weeks from initial mailing to 
the end of week t; b is the parameter representing the degree of ‘resistance’. 

Table 1 Resistance factor by the ‘latest response rate’ method 

Weeks (t) Cumulative responses Cumulative response rate  
(n = 430) (%) 

Resistance factor (b) 

3 42 9.8 0.966 
4 72 16.7 0.955 
5 123 28.6 0.935 
6 139 32.3 0.937 
7 211 49.1 0.908 
8 253 58.8 0.895 

Consistent with previous studies (Huxley, 1980; Parasuraman, 1982), the resistance 
factor is relatively high at first and then drops for a short period even before the first 
follow-up could have any effect. A total of 253 completed surveys from an initial sample 
of 430 were returned after eight weeks which represented a response rate of 58.8%. 

5 PLS overview 

The model in this research study was estimated using Partial Least Squares (PLS) Graph 
v.3.00 which is a well known Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) technique. 
Conceptually, PLS is an iterative combination of principal components analysis relating 
measures to constructs (outer relations) and path analysis featuring a causal chain system 
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of constructs (inner relations). PLS estimation does not require assumptions of 
multinormality (which this data did not satisfy) or independence of observations and is 
ideally suited to the early stages of theory building and testing. Frequently labelled as 
‘soft modelling’ (Wold, 1982), PLS has been used as a research tool in a variety of 
management research settings such as market structure (Cool et al., 1989), cooperative 
ventures (Fornell et al., 1990), global strategy (Johansson and Yip, 1994), geographic 
diversification (Delios and Beamish, 1999) and mission statements (Bart et al., 2001). 

PLS proceeds in two stages. The first stage is to assess the measurement model  
(i.e. the relationships between the items and the constructs that they measure).  
The second stage requires the evaluation of the structural model (i.e. to assess the 
explanatory power of independent variables and examine the size and the significance of 
path coefficients). The test of the measurement model included estimation of the 
reliability of measures as well as an examination of the convergent and discriminant 
validity of the items. As suggested by Nunnally (1978), only items with standardised 
loadings of 0.7 or more were accepted. However, ‘loadings of 0.5 or 0.6 may still be 
acceptable if there exist additional indicators in the block for comparison basis’ (Chin, 
1998, p.325). 

The test of the structural model included estimating the path coefficients which are 
interpreted as standardised beta weights and calculating the R2 which is used to assess the 
explanatory power of the model. The significance of path coefficients was tested by 
calculating t-statistics using the jack-knifing function in PLS (Wildt et al., 1982). PLS 
has as its primary objective the minimisation of error (or, equivalently, the maximisation 
of variance explained) in all endogenous constructs. The degree to which any particular 
PLS model accomplishes this objective can be determined by examining the R2 values for 
the dependent (endogenous) constructs. One of the attractive features of PLS is that it can 
be used to quickly generate and test a variety of different theoretical models. 

6 Results 

Firstly, the reliability of each construct was tested using Cronbach’s alpha. The alpha 
scores exceeded the 0.7 threshold in each case which is considered good for exploratory 
research (Nunnally, 1978). Secondly, a total of 48 items were retained by examining the 
loading values on their corresponding construct, as suggested by Hair et al. (1992) and 
Chin (1998). Finally, the measurement model was assessed by looking at the internal 
consistency among items intended to measure the same construct. The results of testing 
for reliability, internal consistency (Fornell and Larcker, 1981) and discriminant validity 
are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Measurement model results 

Discriminant validity  
(Correlation of constructs) 

Constructs Number 
of items 

Cronbach’s 
alpha (α) 

Internal 
consistency 
(Fornell and 

Larcker, 1981) 
HC SC RC P 

HC 14 0.9505 0.9319 0.783    
SC 10 0.9406 0.9498 0.755 0.809   
RC 14 0.9501 0.9563 0.697 0.700 0.782  
P 10 0.9416 0.9507 0.568 0.634 0.592 0.812 
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The discriminant validity of the model was assessed by calculating the average variance 
extracted for each construct (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). The diagonal italics figures 
within the last column of Table 2 show the square root of the variance extracted.  
For acceptable discriminant validity, the diagonal values should be greater than all other 
entries in the same row and column, as is the case here. 

A primary purpose of this study is to test models that represent different 
configurations of intellectual capital components driving organisational performance. 
Figure 1 highlights five (5) different configurations with their corresponding  
explanatory power values (R2) and the significance of their path coefficients (see Table 3 
for detailed results). 

Figure 1 Model specifications (a) Model A (Simplistic Specification); (b) Model B  
(Diamond Specification, HC antecedent); (c) Model C (Diamond Specification,  
HC direct); (d) Model D (Diamond Specification, SC antecedent) and (e) Model E  
(Diamond Specification, SC direct) 
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Figure 1 Model specifications (a) Model A (Simplistic Specification); (b) Model B (Diamond 
Specification, HC antecedent); (c) Model C (Diamond Specification, HC direct);  
(d) Model D (Diamond Specification, SC antecedent) and (e) Model E  
(Diamond Specification, SC direct) (continued) 

 

 

**p-value < 0.05. 

***p-value < 0.001. 

Table 3 Model’s comparative analysis 

Paths Significance Direct effects Indirect effects Total effects R2% 

Model A 

SC → P p-value < 0.001 0.383 – 0.383 

HC → P n.s. 0.115 – 0.115 

RC → P p-value < 0.05 0.243 – 0.243 

45.2 

Model B 

HC → SC p-value < 0.001 0.756 – 0.756 

HC → RC p-value < 0.001 0.697 – 0.697 

RC → P p-value < 0.001 0.291 – 0.291 

SC → P p-value < 0.001 0.431 – 0.431 

44.5 
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Table 3 Model’s comparative analysis (continued) 

Paths Significance Direct effects Indirect effects Total effects R2% 

Model C 

HC → SC p-value < 0.001 0.755 – 0.755 

HC → RC p-value < 0.001 0.697 – 0.697 

RC → P p-value < 0.001 0.256 – 0.256 

SC → P p-value < 0.001 0.374 0.374 

HC → P n.s. 0.107 

(0.755 × 0.374)  
+ (0.697 × 0.256) 
= 0.460 0.567 

45.0 

Model D 

SC → HC p-value < 0.001 0.757 – 0.757 

SC → RC p-value < 0.001 0.701 – 0.701 

HC → P p-value < 0.001 0.304 – 0.304 

RC → P p-value < 0.001 0.382 – 0.382 

40.0 

Model E 

SC → HC p-value < 0.001 0.756 – 0.756 

SC → RC p-value < 0.001 0.701 – 0.701 

HC → P n.s. 0.111 – 0.111 

RC → P p-value < 0.05 0.255 – 0.255 

SC → P p-value < 0.001 0.371 
(0.756 × 0.111)  
+ (0.701 × 0.255) 
= 0.263 

0.634 

45.0 

In line with Bontis’ (1998) earlier work in Canada, the relationship between human 
capital and business performance is not significant, though positive for Model A which 
represents the simplistic specification. Following Bontis’ (1998) model reconfiguration 
from the simplistic to the diamond specification, Model B maintains its relatively strong 
explanatory power (R2 = 44.5%) while also resulting in substantive and significant paths 
( p-value < 0.001). 

Model C extends Bontis’ earlier work by positing a direct link from the antecedent 
construct within the diamond specification. In this case, human capital (once again) 
proves not significant. A further reconfiguration is conducted by replacing human capital 
with structural capital. In Model D, although all paths are substantive and significant  
( p-value < 0.001), the explanatory power (R2 = 40%) is the lowest of the five models.  
In Model E the direct effect of structural capital to business performance is added and 
despite an increase in explanatory power (R2 = 45%), the direct relationship between 
human capital and business performance is not significant once more. 

The model reconfiguration process shows that although human capital has a positive 
influence on business performance, this relationship is substantive and significant only 
when it inter-relates with the two other components of intellectual capital. In other 
words, human capital is worthless (see Model A) without the coordinated integration of 
both structural and relational capital. 

The results of this study conclude that Model B is the best specification since  
it reflects a high degree of explanatory power and all path coefficients are  
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substantive and significant. These results are in line with those of previous studies which 
were conducted in different contexts. 

7 Conclusion 

The purpose of this research study was to empirically investigate the  
interrelationships among different intellectual capital elements and their value  
creation consequences. By extending previous research conducted in different contexts,  
a generalisable statement regarding the subcomponents of intellectual capital can be 
comfortably made. 

The three constructs that make up intellectual capital are known to affect each other. 
Deficiencies in any of these factors can affect overall business performance. 
Organisations cannot generate sustainable performance without the ideas, skills, attitudes 
and talent of knowledge workers. However, talented employees (human capital) are 
practically useless without the supportive structure of an organisation (structural capital) 
that can utilise and service client needs (relational capital). 

Another important point that emerges from this study is the importance of human 
capital as the model’s causal antecedent. Obviously, it is the employees of any 
organisation that get the work done. Human capital is definitely necessary but not 
sufficient in the drive for sustainable performance. There must exist a constant interplay 
among human, structural and relational capital for an organisation to leverage its overall 
intangible value. As mentioned by Bontis (1998), isolated stocks of knowledge that 
reside in the employees’ minds that are never retained into organisational knowledge will 
never positively affect business performance. Talent (human capital) must be coordinated 
(structural capital) for the common goal of the customer (relational capital) in order to 
create value. 

The principal limitation in this study is that data collection focused on one sector in 
one country at one point of time. However, given that this research extends prior work 
that took place years earlier, in different sectors and in different countries, this limitation 
is mitigated. 

The main implication for practicing managers is that they must consider all elements 
of intellectual capital when developing a strategy to harvest intangible assets for 
sustainable performance. In particular, bank managers must evaluate their relatively large 
investment in information and communications technology in the context of how such an 
investment complements the human resources of the organisation. Indeed, Bontis and 
Fitz-enz (2002) argue that an uncoordinated investment in structural capital without the 
requisite coordination of how it will be used by employees for the purposes of satisfying 
clients puts undue negative pressure on financial resources. 

There are two ways in which future research emanating from this study could be 
directed. Firstly, this current can be extended by replicating the administration of the 
survey instrument in other sectors and geographical settings. This may also lead to 
alternative proxies and measures for related constructs. Secondly, because intellectual 
capital measures are often used in coordination with financial outcomes, a longitudinal 
approach could yield better modelling. If the same set of firms can be surveyed over a 
multiyear period, a strong more comprehensive model can be tested. 
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